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Where’s the Fun?
How joy and pleasure itself are becoming a deficit in today’s uncertain world and
what are the main reasons behind the scene…
There was a time when full-hearted enjoyment and fun-loving people were easy to
find. Unfortunately, we currently reside in a society where the loudest of laughter is
heard only in the gardens and parks; that too, as an exercise!
Somehow, the zeal and excitement of celebrating anything with true spirit and
passion has just gone away, somewhere amidst the developmental hustles. This
hasn’t exactly ended the festivity from the world, but has definitely made it just a
conventional mask to hold on to. Be it holidays, festivals or any other occasions; the
overall involvement and participation while carrying them out, seems to have
reduced merely to keeping the traditions alive.
Let’s take a quick glance through the reasons for such an anxiety deficit…
Monotonous Lifestyles!
Automation of life-patterns has become so rampant in our
personal and professional lives that almost everything has
standardised. This leaves a very little scope for any pleasant
surprises to come to us. Eventually, everything becomes so
predictable that their very value reduces. Ultimately, the
monotony becomes such that even the occasionally occurring
extraordinary things also appear usual and stupid at times.
Where’s the Steering?
Most of the times, despite of having a feeling of
independence about self; the real pilots of our lives are
someone else only! It’s not the God; we are talking about,
here. It’s those factors or characters that administer and
govern the directions of our day-to-day lives. This interrelated dependence of different elements generates a very
complicated network of elements that we have to consider
during any plans or important decisions. Hence, the
outcomes start becoming more important than the very actions and spoil half the
scene from the inception itself.

The Compromises!
It is very common during our ceremonies, that people keep
on asking as of why are we not so excited about the same. At
that time, the only thought that comes to our minds is “You
have no idea, what I have gone through.” The problem lies
within the very success parameters, on which we stand. The
fair competitions have almost got extinct from the
professional setups, long back. Today, all that winning takes, is
political expertise and willingness to undergo several levels of
emotional and ethical compromises. This is why most of the people fail to enjoy or
celebrate even their own ‘achievements’, full-heartedly!
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